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Pyramid of Humble Mastery

A Toolkit to Mastery in Agility, DevOps and What not?
How do Human Beings Learn?
Things that we already know

X → O → U → F → Q

Y → H → W → P
New Information

Things that we already know

X ➔ O ➔ U ➔ F ➔ Q

Y ➔ H ➔ W ➔ P
New Information

Missing link -> Formation of this link is learning

Things that we already know

X -> O -> U -> F -> Q

Y -> H -> W -> P
Pyramid of Humble Mastery
Inspiration
Inspiration
Ancient Indian System of Imparting Knowledge
Inspiration
Ancient Indian System of Imparting Knowledge

1. Principles
2. Practices
3. Stories/Experiences
Pyramid of Humble Mastery

Philosophy

Practices / Frameworks

Applications / Stories
Why Pyramid?

Why not layered rectangles or concentric circles?
Why Pyramid?

Why not layered rectangles or concentric circles?

Amount of information increases as we move down.
Pyramid of Humble Mastery

Amount of information increases as we move down.
How can we use it?
Practice - 1: Learn by drawing lines

Draw as many lines as possible to progress in the path of mastery.

Amount of information increases as we move down.
How did we teach Agility using this?

Draw as many lines as possible to progress in the path of mastery.

Amount of information increases as we move down.
How did we teach DevOps using this?

- Philosophy
- 3-Ways of DevOps
- Practices / Frameworks
- Continuous Integration
- Applications / Systems
  - Practicing CI without blame - Blameless CI

Amount of information increases as we move down.
How did we teach learn Blockchain using this?

- Philosophy
- Motivation for Blockchain
- Practices / Frameworks
- Ethereum
- Applications / St

Create a real world app

Amount of information increases as we move down.
Practice - 2 : Learn by connecting existing dots

Connect these dots in as many ways as possible to reinforce learning.

Amount of information increases as we move down.
How did we teach Agility using this?

Connect these dots in as many ways as possible to reinforce learning.

Hey, is it true that we can skip daily scrum?

Amount of information increases as we move down.
How does this impart ‘Humility’?
1st Way to Humility

I haven’t covered all 3 levels of the pyramid. So, I haven’t learnt everything.
There is scope for more lines. So, I haven’t learned everything.
I may have seen dots but I haven’t connected all of them. So, I haven’t learned everything.
Bring humility into learning, without cutting out the curiosity.

Questions?